Land Use Committee
Annotated Agenda
June 15, 2016 - 9:00 a.m.
DuPage County County Conference Room
233 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 800
Chicago, Illinois
1.0

Call to Order/Introductions

9:00 a.m.

2.0

Agenda Changes and Announcements

3.0

Approval of Minutes — May 18, 2016
ACTION REQUESTED: Approval

4.0

ON TO 2050: Draft regional priorities report – Kristin Ihnchak, CMAP
CMAP has been gathering public feedback on regional challenges and opportunities
as well as priority topics that should be addressed by the ON TO 2050 plan. To
summarize that feedback and give insight on preliminary plan directions, CMAP
staff have created a Regional Priorities Report draft. Staff will share the initial
priorities identified by the report and solicit committee feedback.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion

5.0

ON TO 2050: Introduction to alternative futures scenario planning – Elizabeth Oo,
CMAP
Scenario planning is a tool to help stakeholders determine preferred planning
approaches, understand trends for the region, and assess different land use,
economic, and transportation policies. CMAP staff will summarize the vision-driven
scenario planning approach conducted for GO TO 2040, present the proposed
alternative futures approach for ON TO 2050, and outline a schedule for scenario
planning work in the next fiscal year (please see related memo here).

ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion
6.0

ON TO 2050: Infill and TOD snapshot update – Evelyn Zwiebach, CMAP

As part of next plan development, CMAP is preparing an Infill and TOD
Snapshot, which will provide an overview of existing conditions and trends
since 2000 in infill and transit-oriented development in the region. CMAP
staff will present findings, including an evaluation of progress towards
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development targets established in the 2014 update of GO TO 2040, and an
examination of additional indicators of infill (such as changes in population,
households, density, and housing units) throughout the region, as well as in
transit-served areas.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion
7.0

ON TO 2050: Policy update on sales tax rebates – Lindsay Hollander, CMAP
As a follow up to previous analysis on sales tax rebates, CMAP staff analyzed the
updated sales tax rebate database and examined the location of developments
receiving sales tax rebates relative to municipal boundaries and other jurisdictions’
roadways. CMAP staff will provide an overview of the new policy update.

ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion
8.0

ON TO 2050: Climate resilience draft strategy paper – Kristin Ihnchak, CMAP
The region is experiencing more frequent flooding and periods of extreme heat and
drought from climate change. Through a resource group, CMAP has been exploring
strategies to build regional resilience to anticipated climate change impacts. At the
April Land Use Committee meeting, CMAP staff presented draft strategies for
climate resilience. Staff will provide an update on the draft strategy paper and
figures, and request the committee’s feedback.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion

9.0
10.0

Other Business
Public Comment
This is an opportunity for comments from members of the audience. The amount of
time available to speak will be at the chair’s discretion. It should be noted that the
exact time for the public comment period will immediately follow the last item on
the agenda.
11.0 Next meeting: Wednesday, July 20, 2016
12.0

Adjournment

Committee Members
____ Ed Paesel, Chair
____ Mark VanKerkhoff, Vice-Chair
____ Judy Beck
____ Susan Campbell
____ Kristi DeLaurentiis
____ Lisa DiChiera
____ Michael Kowski
____ Paul Lauricella

____ Robert McKenna
____ Mark Muenzer
____ Curt Paddock
____ Arnold Randall
____ Paul Rickelman
____ Dennis Sandquist
____ Heather Smith
____ Heather Tabbert
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____ Todd Vanadilok
____ Eric Waggoner
____ Nathaniel Werner
____ Nancy Williamson
____ Adrienne Wuellner
____ Ruth Wuorenma
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